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Abstract—Nowadays Wireless Sensor Networks WSNs are
playing a vital role in several application areas ranging health to
battle field. Wireless sensor networks are easy to deploy due to its
unique characteristics of size and self-organizing networks.
Wireless sensor nodes contain small unchangeable and not
chargeable batteries. It is a resource constraint type network.
Routing in WSN is most expensive task as it utilizes more power
resources. This paper is intended to introduce energy efficient
routing protocol, known as Position Responsive Routing Protocol
(PRRP) to enhance energy efficiency of WSN. Position
responsive routing protocol differs in several ways than other
existing routing techniques. Position response routing protocol
approach allows fair distribution of gateway\cluster head
selection, maximum possible distance minimization among nodes
and gateways\cluster heads to utilize less energy. Position
responsive routing protocol shows significant improvement of
45% in energy efficiency of wireless sensor network life time as a
whole by increasing battery life of individual nodes.
Furthermore PRRP shows drastic increases for data throughput
and provide better solution to routing energy hole due to it fair
distributed approach of gateway selection.
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I. INTRODUCTION
WSN is a popular and have capability to high penetrate
with several applications areas. It consists of small nodes
having limited sensing, computation, and wireless
communications capabilities [1-2]. Sensor nodes normally
sensed data and forward sensed data to the base station such
as temperature, sound, vibration, pressure, motion or
pollutants [3]. Sensor nodes are resource constraint type of
network and contain very tiny size of irreplaceable and not
chargeable batteries. Network life is the highly concern,
energy become reason to dyes of nodes and network
partially\ fully stop working [4-6]. Energy consumed more
during path finding and data transmission operations terms
as routing. Routing is the most challenging issue and direct
concern to energy in WSN comparable with ad hoc and
cellular network [7-8]. Clustering technique for routing in
WSN is considered most suited based on its characteristics
such as energy-efficient, scalable, lower latency, etc. In
clustering, WSN network is divided into sub
networks\clusters and each cluster has cluster head which is

responsible to collect the sensed data from his cluster and
forward it to the base station [9]. Cluster heads consumed
more energy due to collecting and forwarding data from
cluster while remaining nodes in the clusters still have more
energy of 90% of their initial energy [10-12]. This situation
normally happened due to unbalanced energy assumption
which causes more drain of energy from nodes far from
cluster heads [13] in random fashion from sensor nodes. To
address this issue, several energy efficient routing
algorithms and protocols have been propose recently,
including cluster based protocols [14-19], power-aware
routing [20-22] and multi-level transmission radii routing
[23]. The minimum energy routing problem has been
addressed in [24]. If sensor nodes consume energy more
equitably, they continue to provide connectivity for longer,
and the network lifetime increases. [25-35].
As sensor networks have specific requirements on
energy saving, data-oriented communication, and interconnection between non-IP and IP, therefore sensor
network-dedicated routing protocols may be required, for
Energy efficient routing scheme.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Sensor network has primary role to sense and forward
data to destination or base station BS, resulting of any
physical event occurrence. Routing plays a key role to
identify path and transfer data in energy constraint sensor
network. Initially routs defined by the nodes then nodes
become able to send or receive the data by using those
routing paths. In case if sensed data is available to some
segments of network but network not able to transfer it to
the destination due to the energy deplete of sensor nodes for
some segments.
III. RELATED WORK
Several routing protocols have been developed recently
to address the energy efficiency issue. WSNs routing
protocols normally specified in following types.
1.
2.
3.

Flat routing Protocols
Hierarchal routing Protocols
Location based routing Protocols

Hierarchal routing protocols work in cluster formation and
considered to be more energy efficient due to their unique
characteristics. Recently proposed Cluster based Energy
Efficient Location Routing Protocol (CELRP), also belongs
to Hierarchal type. In CELRP sensor nodes are normally
distributed into clusters and divided into different quadrants.
Each quadrant contains two clustering and sensor nodes that
transmit data with two hops data transmission [36]. CH is
selected based on the node with maximum residual energy
and minimum distance to the base station in each cluster.
While the CH which has the highest energy residual is
chosen as the CH Leader between all the other CHs. CELRP
applies Greedy algorithm among cluster heads and forward
data to the sink. The collection works as nodes sends data to
CH and then CH forward their data to the sink through CH
leader by minimizing number of hops. CELRP assumed that
the Base Station has all the information including the sensor
nodes, the residual energy and the distance of node from
sink. Sink is place far from the sensor node area.
The
CELRP based on three phases, in first phase it works for the
formation of clusters, network divided into four quadrants
and then it forms clusters. In second phase it selects CH and
CH leader on the basis of its energy and finally with third
phase it transfer data to the sink. CELRP has main
limitations like its number of children nodes is high in the
clusters and secondly its CHleader choosing mechanism
works on the basis of energy level, in most of the cases
CHleader is not the closest to CH, hence it causes more
energy drain because of longer distance. At the same time it
uses Greedy approach for data transmission which also
causes loss of energy efficiency.
Hence it is highly needed to design an energy efficient
routing protocol with assumptions closer to the real, we are
position responsive routing protocol (PRRP) WSN routing
protocol which is more energy efficient than the existing
protocols.
IV. SYSTEM MODEL
Our assumptions for sensor network are such that,
sensor nodes are randomly distributed over an area of 90 x
90 meters with following network properties.
1. Network is static and nodes are distributed in random
format, while area is divided in equal square grid format.
2. There is exists only one base station, which is deployed in
the center of the area.
3. The energy of sensor nodes cannot be recharged.
4. Sensor nodes are location aware.
5. The radio power can be controlled, i.e., a node can vary
its transmission power.
Above all assumption are on wide scope, assumption no.
5, is becoming the cause of energy saving, as nodes will be
aware about their location and sink too, hence the amount of
energy which normally network always use to find out the
initial location will be saved.

Concerning energy efficiency of PRRP, this section
presents an analysis of energy efficiency in terms of
comparing energy of cluster head nodes and non-cluster
head nodes. Consider the sensor nodes are randomly
uniformly distributed within cells in a grid of size m
where N is the total number of nodes in
of cluster heads will be

m,

, so the number

.

If we divide the area into m

m =100 cells, each having

nodes (say N number of nodes 1000), then there
are

cluster heads (CH).
Now assuming,
Let the sampling interval be

(Say few seconds),

: Energy to transmit one sample (say 100 byte
sample),
: Energy to receive one sample (say 100 byte
sample),
: Initial Energy, and
: Energy Threshold
Then useable Energy =
: Energy consumed by Leaf node
: Sleep time Energy Consumed by Cluster
Head/gateway
: Transmission Energy Consumed by Cluster
Head/gateway
: Power which a node is asleep per second,
: Time to transmit one sample,
: Represents to transmission time,
: Represents sampling time,
Energy Consumed by leaf node
There are two modes of energy consumption by nodes
mainly energy consumed in idle state and energy consumed
for transmission. After collection of one set of sample, each
node other than cluster head/gateway that is a leaf node,
consumes such that,

Typically,
The sleep time =
But Energy = Power

,

So,

So, energy during sleep time (idle) is
Let

.
It is obvious from Equation (E) that at the end of first
round (when CH\gateway dies out). Values of k, nodes other
than CH have sufficient energy left to serve as CH for many
further samples.

Be the energy consumed for transmission,
Then total energy consumed by leaf node will be,
Energy Consumed by Leaf node
(A)

As cluster head receives all samples from k nodes in its
cell
Its total receiving energy will be
: Transmission energy for cluster head
Energy during sleep time for cluster head is
Energy consumed by CH
=
Then Cluster head consumes
=

(B)

Let
: Represents total number of samples

Total life of CH,
(C)
Energy consumed by leaf nodes during this period is

So,
(D)
Assume that
will get

So

(E)

time

=

[120],

and divide equation D with

we

V. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In this section, it is attempted to compare our proposed
PRRP protocol with CELRP. In CELRP sensor nodes are
normally distributed into clusters and divided into different
quadrants. Each quadrant contains two clustering and sensor
nodes that transmit data with two hops data transmission
[36]. CH is selected based on the node with maximum
residual energy and minimum distance to the base station in
each cluster. While the CH which has the highest energy
residual is chosen as the CH Leader between all the other
CHs. CELRP applies Greedy algorithm among cluster heads
and forward data to the sink. The collection works as nodes
sends data to CH and then CH forward their data to the sink
through CH leader by minimizing number of hops. CELRP
assumed that the Base Station has all the information
including the sensor nodes, the residual energy and the
distance of node from sink. Sink is place far from the sensor
node area.
CELRP have main limitations such as the number of
children nodes is higher in the clusters like LEACH and
secondly its CHleader choosing mechanism works on the
basis of energy level, in most of the cases CHleader is not
the closest to CHleader, hence it causes more energy drain
due to longer distance. CELRP consider the placement of
sink far from the sensing area and at the same time it uses
Greedy approach for data transmission which both also
caused loss of energy efficiency. Hence above stated
limitations causes major sources of energy drain. PRRP
becomes more energy efficient by using different techniques
for stated limitations besides of other considerations. This
section is aimed to discuss the performance evaluation of
PRRP and CELRP and to compare them on the basis of
number of live nodes vs time, total consumed energy and
network throughput one by one and collectively for different
data transmission periods.
A: Comparison Analysis on the basis of Live Nodes
This section describes comparison analysis of results
for live nodes among CELRP and CELRP for different data
transmission periods individually and collectively. Figure 01
shows a comparison between PRRP and CELRP in terms of
number of live nodes initially for single period of
transmission. Here, our network is tested with different
periods and rounds of data transmission such as 1,5 and 10.

After discussing all one by one, all of them finally and
collectively shows for a better understanding of the
difference between CELRP and PRRP. The following
Figure 01 presents the comparison for the single round only.
Our observation shows significant results of PRRP over
CELRP for different periods and rounds. Initially its result
shows little differences but finally through the increase in
the number of the periods, it brings more significant
differences as shown in Figure 01. PRRP shows a more
time network operational with single period, which is almost
up to 140 seconds, yet CELRP goes up to 120 seconds only.

In the third test, we compare CELRP and PRRP for 10
numbers of periods as shown in Figure 03. It shows that
PRRP has a more significant performance than CELRP for
all scenarios. For example, considering the scenario of 10
data transmission periods, the network life is significant
improved for PRRP with an excellent improvement in
sensor network lifetime, which is almost 400 seconds, while
for LEACH it is about 300 seconds. The improvement in
PRRP is because of the efficient use of the energy for all
nodes is up to its last limit and also has an opportunity to
participate all nodes in the network without having any
network isolated part with it. Secondly, the energy
enhancement in PRRP is because of minimizeed energy
consumption with each node by decreasing the distance
between the gateway and the non-leaf nodes and between
the sink at the same time.

Figure 01: Number of Live Nodes vs. Time, (PRRP &
CELRP with one Period)
Furthermore, we observe the same difference in a
notable improvement when testing our network for the 5
periods as shown in Figure 02 below. The results then show
that PRRP goes up 300 seconds of time, while CELRP
reaches up to 200 seconds. This difference will increase
whenever we test the network for the different and more
number of rounds. This positive difference comes due to the
efficient mechanism of the gateways selection and
functioning in PRRP. The area of operation of the neighbors
of the PRRP is always close to its gateway for saving its
energy level as shown in several different cases of different
rounds of data transmissions and at the same time CH have
less distance from the sink as it is placed in the center.

Figure 02: Number of Live Nodes vs. Time, (PRRP &
CELRP with Five Periods)

Figure 03: Number of Live Nodes vs. Time, (PRRP &
CELRP with Ten Period)
By comparing the energy consumed by a node in
CELRP and PRRP, a difference in status of the nodes will
be found in CELRP and PRRP. It should be considered that
there are three different types of the nodes in PRRP; while
in CELRP it is only two types of nodes such as normal node
or non-head node and Cluster head or head node, while the
CH leader is to be chosen from one of the CH on the basis
of its energy level . In PRRP nodes on the other hand has
three following different types such as non-leaf node, leaf
node and gateway nodes. Energy can be compared on the
basis of energy consumed through all nodes during
transmitting, receiving and idle-listening state.
When we compare PRRP with CELRP for different
periods of data transmission, PRRP always shows an
excellent improvement with energy saving of the network,
as collectively shown in Figure 04. Simulation results
shows a significant result with an increase in number of the
rounds of PRRP, as PRRP uses a mechanism in which if the
same node has some residual energy level, each node can be
a gateway until the end. This approach enables PRRP to
save more energy and use all nodes energy up to its last
maximum limit. The difference can be easily monitored in
Figure 04 presenting the collective results of different data
transmission rounds.

of energy decrease. For this, the total consumed energy in
PRRP will be smaller in comparison to CELRP as shown in
the following Figure 05 for different data transmission
periods.

Figure 04: Number of Live Nodes vs. Time, (PRRP &
CELRP Collectively)
B: Comparison Analysis on the basis of Total
Energy Consumed
As mentioned in earlier sections, in tree building phase
in PRRP, the nodes can transmit signals with minimum
energy level. Whilst, the parent can select node which is
closer to the node on very short distance which saves its
energy level. In comparison with CELRP, parent of node
can be any node, CELRP do not consider the distance
among nodes and CHs. If we compare the energy
consumption by leaf node in PRRP and normal node in
CELRP, it can be noted that both types of nodes will not
lose energy due to receiving data or idle listening. As a
TDMA transmission scheme is implemented, they will not
lose any energy and node will be only ON at its schedule
time only.
The transmission distance is very short in PRRP, as the
parent node is near leaf node. While in CELRP the main
part of the energy is consumed during the data transmission
phase in particular when the normal node is at a distance
from the cluster head and mostly CH leader is on longer
distance from the CH. The second main reason for the
energy loss in CELRP is the sink is place on long distance
hence overheads becomes more for nodes which are far
from the sink. Thus, there is a chance that the CH leader and
cluster head itself might be so far from the normal nodes and
becomes the factor of energy loss during the data
transmission phase. Furhermore, by comparing non-leaf
node and the cluster head node of CELRP, it can be found
that non-leaf node in PRRP is not losing its energy due to
the idle listing as it schedules to receive and transmit data at
the specific time slots only. It is also found that in CELRP
cluster head should remain ON to transmit its data to the
sink and cluster head uses CSMA technique. Therefore, it
loses the energy.
The number of the children is less related to any
gateway in PRRP. It is due to the gateway, compared to the
head in CELRP, has less number of children, thus making it
consume less energy in receiving data. This also comes to be
a factor for a deep tree building in which neighbor nodes
remain closer to the gateway. In CELRP any cluster head,
conversely, might have a more number of children nodes at
different distances. This in CELRP also becomes the factor

Figure 05: Total Consumed energy vs. Time, (CELRP
& PRRP)
As an illustration, if we compare to 10 data
transmission periods at t=150 seconds, the total consumed
energy is about 230 J in CELRP and about 140 J in PRRP.
The consumed energy is dropped by a significant difference
almost 100%. The overall energy consumed by the end of
the network lifetime is efficient by both the protocols.
However, the important concern is that which protocol can
achieve a longer lifetime and higher throughput for the same
initial energy level.

Figure 06: Energy Consumptions over the number of
hop.
Figure 06 shows total energy consumption based on
simulations for different hops, where the number of nodes
were considered as of 200 with having energy level of 2 J
for each and overall energy of 400 J. The author has shown
one more aspect of the result that if the sink is placed far
from the sensing field, in that case the number of hopes will
increase from the node to the sink that increases the loss of
energy as distance increases from the node to the sink. In
PRRP, the sink is placed in the center of the sensing field to
decrease the possible number of hops among nodes and the

sink and at the same time to decrease the distance among the
nodes and CHs.

the network. This increase of data throughput is directly
linked with overall energy efficiency of sensor network
which can be achieved through our proposed PRRP.

C: Comparison Analysis on the basis Throughput
VI.
This sub section describes about network throughput
which shows a substantial growth because of increase in
overall network energy efficiency. In PRRP protocol, the
main energy is saved during the data transmission phase
with multiple data transmission periods by utilizing same
build tree for multiple periods. The network survives longer
because of less distance between nodes and gateways. The
following Table 01 is showing the comparison between
PRRP and CELRP protocols in term of the data packets
delivery to the sink for different periods.
Table 01: A comparison between PRRP and CELRP in
terms of throughput
PRRP

CELRP

Improvement
with PRRP

1 Data
Transmission
period

16733

5950

2.81
times

5 Data
Transmission
periods

54555

19985

2.72
times

Periods

10 Data
Transmission
periods

65305

35710

1.82
times

Overall, the performance of the PRRP is more
significant than the one in CELRP. PRRP, in this case by
enhancing the life of the sensor nodes and by utilizing each
sensor nodes energy resource up to the maximum level,
enhances the overall life time and energy efficiency of the
network. As seen in Table 01, the comparison of PRRP and
CELRP with different aspects is presented. The overall
significant throughput is improved in PRRP through an
application of it with multiple rounds of data transmission.
This improvement in fact is determined by two major
factors. The first factor is related to the increase in the
network lifetime in PRRP entirely that ensures more influx
of data packet, directly giving an effect on the throughput of
the network. The second one is about our assumption that
any node in PRRP can become a gateway on the basis of
different parameters, allowing the maximum nodes to be the
gateways. However, gateway selection will be based on
different parameters including energy efficiency, Position
from the sink and number of neighboring nodes. Hence, the
increase in number of gateways based on stated parameters
in fact, comparable with CELRP, can decrease the depth of
the tree, and also cause a good impact for the throughput of

CONCLUSION

Wireless sensor network has important role and use, due
to it’s diversify approach and range of applications. WSN is
the only most suitable and easy way of deployment in
remote and hard areas. Routing is the main expensive
operation for nodes energy consumption. This paper
proposed new routing protocol known as Position
Responsive Routing Protocol PRRP. Our proposed PRRP
addresses energy efficiency, data throughput and routing
hole under certain controlled conditions. Our simulation
based research results showed a significant energy
efficiency improvement of 35% to 45% in WSNs by
increasing overall energy efficiency and life time. PRRP
also shows a significant improvement of data throughput
approximately 3 times to existence protocol CELRP. PRRP
also addresses routing hole issue due to distribution
approach of gateway selection and providing chance to
maximum nodes for data transmission.
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